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Supplementary Materials A. Detailed description of the three modules of InSTAHn. 

The three modules of InSTHAn correspond to the steps that must be followed to set up and 
complete an impact assessment analysis: Module I: Project management and data import; Module II: 
Characterization; and Module III: Impact assessment. Finally, outputs may be displayed in different 
ways.  

To start, a project must be created and named in the computer through Module I: Project 
management and data import (Figure S1). An Excel file containing the original data series of short-
term flows and/or water levels can be imported. Information on the original data series must be 
provided to InSTHAn before any analysis (Figure S1). The imported data series (“Raw” data and 
“Imported” data) are in the folder named “Excel” (“Excel” subdirectory) within the “Project 1” 
directory.  

 
Figure S1. Project management and data import module (InSTHAn’s Module I). 

Afterwards, Characterization analyses can be run in Module II: Characterization (Figure S2). 
Every Characterization analysis involves the imported original data series (“Imported” data) pre-
processing (getting the “Pre-processed” data) and the calculation of the STCI (Figure S2). After all 
specifications of the analysis are set in the pre-processing stage, the user may proceed to get the STCI. 
When running a Characterization analysis, InSTHAn performs calculations on the short-term flow or 
water level “Pre-processed” data. For each single day of the n-year series, first, it identifies the R and 
P patterns (getting the “RP Patterns” file), to later calculate the record-based and period-based STCI 
(getting the “STCI 366 × n” file). Finally, InSTHAn calculates the whole suite of record- and period-
based STCI for a representative year of the n-year series, through an average of the values from the 
same day for the n years for each indicator (getting the “STCI 366” file). The first (“RP Patterns”) and 
second (“STCI 366 × n”) steps are intermediate processes, whereas the third one (“STCI 366”) 
corresponds to the ultimate goal of a series characterization. Outputs from each Characterization 
analysis (“Pre-processed” data, “RP Patterns”, “STCI 366 × n”, and “STCI 366”) are stored in the 
corresponding Characterization analyses folder within the “Project 1” directory (“Characterization” 
sub-directory). New Characterization analyses can be carried out within the same project and by 
using the same imported original data series but changing the analysis specifications (Figure S2).  
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Figure S2. Characterization module (InSTHAn’s Module II). 

Finally, Impact analyses can be run in Module III: Impact assessment (Figure S3). When running 
an Impact analysis, InSTHAn performs calculations on the record-based and period-based STCI for 
an average day from the n-year series (i.e. “STCI 366”) which have been previously obtained from 
both a natural and perturbed short-term data series, and which may have been generated beyond the 
same project or may be stored in a different project’s folder. Outputs from the Impact analyses are 
saved in the corresponding Impact analyses folder within the project (“Impact” sub-directory). New 
Impact analysis can be carried out by using different “STCI 366” input data from previous analyses.  

 
Figure S3. Impact assessment module (InSTHAn’s Module III). 
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The outputs from each module are saved in the corresponding folder within the ongoing project, 
and can be displayed either in tables or graphs through .xlsx files. The imported original data series 
before (“Raw” data) and after the empty and odd cells have been identified (“Imported” data) in the 
Module I, and the pre-processed data series (“Pre-processed” data) which is ready for indicators 
calculations obtained in Module II may be visualized by the user in table form and through common 
hydrographs or limnographs. The R and P patterns identified for the “Pre-processed” data (“RP 
Patterns”), and the record- and period-based STCI calculated for each day (“STCI 366 x n”) and for 
an average day of the n-year series (“STCI 366”) in Module II, and the record- and period-based STII 
for an average day of the n-year series (“STII 366”) from Module III, may be displayed in tables and 
graphs.  
  



Supplementary Materials B. Example application for validation of InSTHAn. 

Characterization of the short-term flow regime and impact assessment of the Glen Canyon 

Dam on the short-term flow regime of the Colorado River. Step by step guide. 

1. Available data  

We had two original flow (m3/seg) data series (.xlsx files). The natural series corresponded to 
hourly flows measured between 1943 and 1951 (pre-dam period), whereas the perturbed series 
corresponded to every-15-minute flows measured between 2003 and 2011 (post-dam period), both at 
Less Ferry (9,380,000 gauging station; data from https://waterdata.usgs.gov/). The former file was 
characterized by one column (flow) without heading and five decimals precision measurements, and 
the latter was characterized by three columns (date, time, and flow) with their respective headings 
and two decimals’ precision measurements. 

Colorado_1943-1951_1h.xlsx 
Colorado_2003-2011_15min.xlsx 
 

2. Module I: Start a new project and import the original data 

We start a new project by clicking on the corresponding button in the Module I named "Begin” 
from the main window of InSTHAn. An already existing project along with its analyses may be open 
and consulted anytime by clicking on the “Load project” button (Figure S4), analyses within the 
project may be edited and overwritten or saved as different analyses, and new analyses may be run 
within the project. In a new window, we detail information of our new project and the original data 
series to be used (Figure S5). We will create two different projects, named “ColoradoNat” for the 
project using the pre-dam data, and “ColoradoPer” for the project using the post-dam data, and 
indicate where in our computer we want their directories (“ColoradoNat” and “ColoradoPer” 
directories) to be created (e.g.: C:/InSTHAn/ejemplos). Then, we navigate in our computer to select 
the original data series file (e.g., C:/InSTHAn/datos/Colorado_1943-1951_1h.xlsx, or 
C:/InSTHAn/datos/Colorado_2003-2011_15min.xlsx) for each (Figure S5).  

 
Figure S4. Start a new or load an existing project. 



The selected original data series file may be seen by clicking on the button “See file” so it is easier 
to provide the information on the file which is subsequently requested: start date and time (01-Jan-
1943; 00:00:00 or 01-Jan-2003; 00:00:00); time interval between records (60 min or 15 min); number of 
rows corresponding to headings (none or one); the name of the variable and the column in the file 
were the measurements are (Flow for both files, in the first or the third column); and the identification 
of empty or odd cells (99999 for both), for the natural and perturbed files, respectively (Figure S5). 
Then we import the original data series by clicking on the button “Import data” (Figure S5).  

 

 
Figure S5. Import the original data. 

We can visualize the imported original data series before (“Raw” data) and after the empty and 
odd cells have been identified (“Imported” data) by clicking on the button “Export project” from 
Module I in the main window (Figure S6). At the bottom of this window, the name and location of 
the ongoing project are shown. In a new window we are asked to export both “Raw” and “Imported” 
data files to their corresponding subdirectory named “Excel” within the corresponding project 
(“ColoradoNat” or “ColoradoPer”directory. We can also open both files without exiting InSTHAn 
(Figure S7). Once the original data series has been imported and from now on, each time the project 
is open, its corresponding original data series does not need to be imported again, unless a different 
original series is desired. 



 
Figure S6. Export “Raw” data and “Imported” data. Example from the post-dam flows. 

 
Figure S7. Export “Raw” data and “Imported” data. 



 
Figure S8. See “Imported” data. Example from the post-dam flows. 

3. Module II: Characterization 

Back to the main window of InSTHAn we may start a new Characterization analysis by clicking 
on the “New analysis” button in the Module II named “Characterization” (Figure S9). We can also 
load an already existing Characterization analysis by clicking on the button “Load analysis” in this 
module. In this case, a new window pops up listing the Characterization analyses ran within the 



ongoing project and that may be loaded (Figure S10).  In the Figure S10 we show the two 
characterization analyses that would be listed if we had already finished the entire characterization 
process with both the natural and perturbed data files. 

 
Figure S9. Create a new or load an existing Characterization analysis. 

 

 
Figure S10. Select the Characterization analysis that we want to load from a list. 

When clicking on the ”New analysis” button in the Characterization module a new window 
appears where information on the current Characterization analysis must be specified (pre-process 
of the data series; Figure S11).  



 

 
Figure S11. Create and run a new Characterization analysis. 

First, we name the Characterization analysis: “ColoradoNatCharacterization1” for the 
characterization of the pre-dam data and “ColoradoPerCharacterization1” for the characterization of 
the post-dam data, and click on the “Create analysis” button (Figure S11). At this moment, the 
“Characterization” subdirectory within the project is created in our computer. Subsequently, we set 
the analysis specifications: the exact period we want to characterize (in our example, we do not cut 
our Imported data as we want to use the entire nine years data); the decimation factor (i.e., grouping 
records in larger T), being one when no decimation is desired (e.g. for the characterization of the 
natural flows) or four when we want to get hourly flows from every 15-minute records (e.g. for the 
characterization of the perturbed flows); and how we want to round the measurement figures (named 
filtering) (in our example, we have worked with two decimal places for both data series, thus we set 
0.01 in the “Filter values” cell). The measurement tool’s own error, or changes in the accuracy of data 
collection (e.g. measurements at decimal, centesimal, or thousandsimal level) may mask significant 
short-term oscillations or, contrarily, highlight oscillations along a stable regime. Consequently, data 
filtering is essential for setting a threshold from which two consecutive records are considered 
different (or equal), and hence, for the assignation of patterns to records (R) and periods (P).  

Finally, we process the “Imported” data (Figure S11) and the main menu pops up again where 
the “Export analysis” button within the Module II is now enabled and where information on the 



name and location of the Characterization analysis is now updated at the bottom of the window 
(Figure S12).  

 
Figure S12. Export Characterization analysis: main menu. Example from the post-dam flows. 

After clicking on the button “Export analysis” a new window pops ups to export the main 
outputs from the characterization stage: pre-processed data (i.e., “Pre-processed” data), processed 
data (i.e. “RP Patterns”); and the Characterization indicators (i.e. “STCI 366 x n” and “STCI 366”) 
(Figure S13). Some extra, more detailed results may also be exported after clicking on the button 
“Extra results” (Figure S14). Note that some of the extra results are still being developed and will be 
included in future versions of InSTHAn. All outputs are saved within the “Characterization” 
subdirectory and may be open without exiting InSTHAn by clicking on the buttons “See file” (Figures 
S15–S17). 

 
Figure S13. Export Characterization analysis: main results. 



 
Figure S14. Export Characterization analysis: extra results. 



  
Figure S15. See “Pre-processed” data. Example from the post-dam flows. 

The “RP Patterns” file contains information on the different flow patterns (rise, fall, stability, 
change and reversals) identified for each day of the data series in table form (“Variable1” sheet; Figure 
S16). The user may also plot the patterns (“Graph-v1” sheet; Figure S17). Similarly, the “STCI 366 x 



n” and “STCI 366” files contain both the values of the 30 indicators in table form (“Variable1” sheet; 
Figure S18) and in graph form (“Graph-v1” sheet; Figure S19). The user may plot any indicator 
separately or several indicators simultaneously in the same graph and may also select the period to 
be plotted.  

 
Figure S16. See “RP Patterns” file: table sheet. Example from the post-dam flows. 



 
Figure S17. See “RP Patterns” file: graph sheet. Example from the post-dam flows (January, 2003 is represented). 

 



 
Figure S18. See “STCI 366” file: table sheet. Example from the post-dam flows. 



 

Figure S19. See “STCI 366” file: graph sheet. Example from the post-dam flows (The entire year values for two indicators are shown). 

 



4. Module III: Impact assessment 

Back to the main window of InSTHAn we may start a new Impact analysis by clicking on the 
“New analysis” button in the Module III named “Impact” (Figure S20). We can also load an already 
existing Impact analysis by clicking on the button “Load analysis” in the same module. In this case, 
a new window pops up listing the Impact analyses ran within the ongoing project and that may be 
loaded. Note that the Impact analysis outputs will be saved in the ongoing project (which is specified 
at the bottom of the main window of InSTHAn). Should we change the project where the “Impact” 
subdirectory is created, we need to load the desired project by clicking on the corresponding button 
in the Module I.  

 
Figure S20. Create a new or load an existing Impact analysis. 

For a new Impact analysis, a window pops up where information on the current Impact analysis 
must be specified (Figure S21). First, we name the analysis: “ColoradoImpact1”, and click on the 
“Create analysis” button (Figure S21). At this moment, the Impact subdirectory within the ongoing 
project is created in our computer. Subsequently, we indicate to InSTAHn the characterization files 
to compare, natural and perturbed (i.e. “ColoradoNatCharacterization1” and 
“ColoradoPerCharacterization1”) by selecting them from the InSTHAn dropdown menu and clicking 
on the “Load characterization” button (Figure S21). Finally, we asked InSTHAn to calculate the STII 
366 by clicking on the “Process data” button (Figure S21). Subsequently, the main menu pops up 
again where the “Export analysis” button within the Module III is now enabled and where 
information on the name and location of the already ran Impact analysis is now updated at the bottom 
of the window (Figure S22). After clicking on the button “Export analysis” a new window pops ups 
to export the outputs from the impact stage: the Impact indicators (i.e. “STII 366”) (Figure S23). All 
outputs are saved within the “Impact” subdirectory and may be open without exiting InSTHAn by 
clicking on the buttons “See file” (Figures S24 and S25). 



 
Figure S21. Create and run a new Impact analysis. 

 
Figure S22. Export Impact analysis: main menu. 

 
Figure S23. Export Impact analysis. 



 
Figure S24. See “STII 366” file: table sheet. 

 



 
Figure S25. See “STII 366” file: graph sheet (The entire year values for two indicators are represented). 
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